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Here you can find the menu of Easy Thai Easy Go in Gig Harbor. At the moment, there are 8 meals and drinks
on the food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Easy Thai

Easy Go:
Best Thai place in Gig Harbor! Great for to-go. I can't say I've ever seen anyone eating inside the restaurant

(after many, many visits)Two complaints: first, they do not provide enough rice with their curry. To get enough rice
for the amount of curry you have to upgrade to a big rice for a few dollars.Second, the spice level seems to be

really inconsistent. Ordering the same thing with the same stars will often come... read more. What User doesn't
like about Easy Thai Easy Go:

Very disappointed. Saturday evening 6 p.m. was not busy. Tofu Pad Thai level 2 had no flavor at all, tofu was
tough and clearly cooked hours before, noodles were tough too. 2 tiny pieces of egg, the fried tofu, and a spoon

of peanuts on top with choppedraw cabbage. No flavor here. Crab Rangoon also was tough and fried hours
ahead. Green curry with chicken level 3 had onespice, heat, and was so hot I thought it must b... read more. The

guests love it when Asian cuisine meets a bit of creativity. That's exactly what you can expect at the Easy Thai
Easy Go from Gig Harbor, with its successful Asian fusion cuisine - the right mix of traditional meets the

adventurous world of fusion cuisine, and you may look forward to the scrumptious typical seafood cuisine. The
dishes are prepared authentically Asian, Thai meals are prepared here with the famous spices and (fish-)

sauces.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

�tra�
GINGER

Mea� dishe�
YELLOW CURRY

Sauce�
ERDNUSSSAUCE

�a� specialtie�*
PAD THAI

Sichua� dishe�
ORANGE CHICKEN

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
NOODLES

Mai� Dishe�
RED CURRY

GREEN CURRY

Ingredient� Use�
TOFU

BEEF

TRAVEL

MEAT

CHICKEN
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